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BRIEF
Market leader ZENEC is well-known for vehicle-specifi c permanently 
installed navigation systems that are specifi cally developed for certain 
models of vehicle, and impress with state of the art features and ease of 
use. With the Z-E2026, ZENEC now has an intelligent retrofi t solution for 
diverse VW, SEAT, and SKODA models in its range. The Z-E2026 offers 
an optimal visual and technical integration in a vehicle, including con-
nection to the optical parking system, climate status and multifunction 
displays, and a multifunction steering wheel. Equipped with state-of-the-
art navigation functions, multituner system with DAB+, CD/DVD drive, 
USB connection, a powerful Parrot Bluetooth unit, and a smart link con-
nection, the Z-E2026 is a premium infotainment system that leaves 
nothing to be desired.

LONG
The Swiss fi rm ZENEC is well-known for vehicle-specifi c permanently 
installed navigation systems that are not only specifi cally developed for 
certain models of vehicle, but also impress with state of the art features 
and ease of use. With the Z-E2026, ZENEC now has another intelligent 
retrofi t solution for diverse VW, SEAT, and SKODA models in its range.

The premium infotainer Z-E2026 combines the best of ZENEC‘s new 
technologies to provide maximum driving pleasure and convenience, 
while maintaining maximum driving safety. The Z-E2026 blends perfectly 
into the cockpit of Volkswagen Group vehicles, integrating perfectly with 
the control architecture of each vehicle model via the internal system 
CAN interface. The optical  parking system (OPS) and climate status 
displays, as well as the multifunction display, and multifunction steering 
wheel can therefore continue to be used. 

The Z-E2026 turns the cockpit into a high tech control center that can be 
controlled very simply via the large 17.8 cm/7“ touchscreen. Thanks to 
the even clearer and more modern user interface design, this naviceiver 

is really intuitive to control. A fi ngertip is all it takes, and the state-of-
the-art ZENEC Nextgen navigation engine guides you even more accu-
rately to your destination – in 47 European countries, to more than 6 
million Premium points of interest. 

ZENEC‘s navigation for VW offers the all the program variety of the new 
digital transmission standard DAB+: an innovative multituner solution 
complete with phase diversity makes this possible. Crystal clear digital 
radio reception is provided by two FM/AM and two DAB+ tuners, which 
functionally complement each other. The dynamic background scan 
keeps the station list up-to-date. 

ZENEC‘s new permanently installed multimedia navigation system 
Z-E2026 offers a fascinating entertainment program. Music and videos 
can be experienced in top quality via CD, DVD, USB, iPod/iPhone, and 
smartphone. With just a click, personalized playlists can be created from 
USB media using the Gracenote functions „More Like This“ and „Mood“. 
To make all the songs also sound perfect, the Z-E2026 has sophisticated 
sound tools on-board: a 24-bit D/A converter for loss-free playback of 
digital FLAC audio fi les, a DSP based audio management system with 
parametric 11-band EQ, and single-channel time correction. 

Thanks to the database assisted, powerful Bluetooth unit from Parrot, 
phone calls can be dealt with by the Z-E2026 selectively and safely in 
traffi c. Up to 1000 contacts can be synchronized per paired phone, and 
two smartphones used simultaneously. Naturally, the Z-E2026 can be 
used not only for phoning, but also for wireless (A2DP) streaming of 
music from the smartphone.

ZENEC‘s VW specialist has a Smartlink connection for networking 
smartphones and multimedia devices having a HDMI/Smartlink output 
with the Z-E2026 (additional adapter required). This allows smartphone 
content, for example, to be transferred and displayed on the Z-E2026 
using screen mirroring, or DLNA.

Smart retrofit sat nav for vehicles from VW: the ZENEC Z-E2026 
ZENEC‘s new premium navitainment system for VW, Seat, and Skoda models combines the latest communication and navi-
gation functions with optimal in-vehicle integration and outstanding ease of operation. 
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